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Abstract
Using systematically isothermal coordinates we show that there exist three different maximal ex-
tensions of the original Einstein-Rosen bridge. One of them, the hyperbolic Einstein-Rosen bridge,
is completely free of singularities; with two dimensional sections diffeomorphic to the covering
space of an hyperboloid of revolution. The bridge is generated by light-like geodesics, traversable
by time like curves, but only in one direction. The collapse process that might produce this object
is a promising open problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1935 Einstein-Rosen [1] proposed the space-time
ds2 = − u
2
u2 + 2m
dt2 + 4(u2 + 2m)du2 + (u2 + 2m)2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2) (1)
−∞ < u < 0 , 0 < u <∞
obtained in two steps, first changing the Schwarzschild radial coordinate ρ = u2 +2m, u > 0
and after, allowing the new coordinate to take also values in −∞ < u < 0, producing two
copies of the exterior Schwarzschild metric. But this metric is degenerate det(gµν) = 0 at
u = 0, and the absence of good coordinates to cover the joint of the two exterior spaces was
not considered.
Katanaev [2] obtained this metric finding a solution of Einstein’s equations with a δ-type
energy momentum corresponding to a point particle at r = 0 in isotropic coordinates; but
he complained the incompleteness of its solution, in the same sense that was the original
Einstein-Rosen metric, because he did not solve the problem of the singularity at u = 0.
However, despite that, he discussed the bridge traversability in [3]. Guendelman et al.
[4] claimed that the correct interpretation of the incomplete original Eintein-Rosen bridge
has as source a generalized function (a distribution) with support on the tridimensional
bridge, interpreted as a light-like thin shell (L-L brane); using Eddington-Finkelstein-like
coordinates they obtained an extension with discontinuous first derivatives, producing the
distributional character of the source. The traversability of the bridge, in this extension,
was considered in [5].
We should not think contradictory the conclusions of these papers, attributing diferent
sources to the same incomplete original Einstein-Rosen bridge. We must contemplate the
notion of extension of an space-time, and consider the possibility of the existence of many
different extensions. One can get a maximal extension of a metric, in the sense that all
the geodesic are complete, but there can exist more than one maximal extension (see for
example the nice book by Earman [6]). In fact, Katanaev commented in [2] that he did
choose between two possible solutions for the lapse function, and that having taken the
discarded one he would had obtained the same conclusion as Guendelman.
To find other possible extensions it will be useful to take into account that any two-
dimensional metric, in our case the metric of the submanifolds θ, ϕ constant, admit isother-
mal coordinates. In the next section we shall propose a method for constructing isothermal
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coordinates that will be systematically used to find all possible extensions of the original
Einstein-Rosen bridge. We shall obtain first the Einstein-Rosen bridge with boundary (free),
which is a non maximal extension of the original Einstein-Rosen metric. It is also a subspace
of the Kruskal-Szekeres metric, therefore this one can be considered as a possible maximal ex-
tension of the original Einstein-Rosen bridge as we shall comment in section (III). In section
(IV) we will show two other possible extensions by doing a change of to pology, and develop
one of them, that will be called hyperbolic Einstein-Rosen bridge (hER) in section (V). This
one is traversable only in one direction, and free of singularities, in contrast with the previ-
ous case which is no traversable and has a singularity. We have signaled the possibility of
another extension that we have not studied in this paper, but that taking into account some
comments in section (IV) should coincide with the aforementioned Guendelman extension.
II. THE EINSTEIN ROSEN BRIDGE WITH BOUNDARY (ERB)
Proposition 1: Let us consider a two-dimensional metric of the type
ds2 = g11(ϕ2)dϕ
2
1
+ g22(ϕ2)dϕ
2
2
, g11g22 < 0. Under the change of coordinates:
U = f(ϕ2) coshϕ1 , V = f(ϕ2) sinhϕ1 , si g22 > 0
U = f(ϕ2) sinhϕ1 , V = f(ϕ2) coshϕ1 , si g22 < 0
it may be written as ds2 = Ω2(−dV 2 +dU2) with : Ω2 = |g11 |
f2
, f = Ce

∫ √ |g22 |
|g11 |
dϕ2 ,  = ±1,
with C an non null arbitrary constant.
The proof is simple. A straightforward calculation transforms the second form of the
metric into the first form. Let us apply this result to the metric ds2 = − u2
u2+2m
dt2 + 4(u2 +
2m)du2 of the t-u section of the Einstein-Rosen bridge. We must use in this case ϕ1 = t/k
, taking for k a positive constant to be determined bellow, and ϕ2 = u, and substitute
g11 = − k2u2u2+2m , g22 = 4(u2 + 2m). The change of coordinates U = fER(u) cosh( tκ) , V =
f
ER
(u) sinh( t
κ
) produces
f
ER
= Ce±
u2
κ u±
4m
κ (2)
Ω2 =
κ2
C2
u2
u2 + 2m
1
e±
2u2
κ u±
8m
κ
(3)
in the region u > 0, and we can extend it to the region u < 0. Taking κ = 4m and choosing
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sign (+) we avoid the metric degeneration, and we get in the region U2 − V 2 ≥ 0 :
ds2 =
16m2
C2
e−
u2
2m
u2 + 2m
(−dV 2 + dU2) (4)
U2 − V 2 = C2e u
2
2mu2 (5)
The second equation defines a monotonous function u2 = hER(U
2 − V 2) of the variable
U2 − V 2, that is derivable in the set U2 − V 2 ≥ 0. The set U2 − V 2 = 0 is the boundary of
the open U2 − V 2 > 0 and corresponds to the coordinate u = 0, (r = 2m).
The constant C may be determined in order to reach the exterior part of the Schwarzschild
metric, obtaining C = 1/
√
2m. Using the function defined above we can express the metric
as
ds2 = Ω2ER
(−dV 2 + dU2) (6)
Ω2ER = 32m
2 e
−hER(U
2−V 2)
2m
hER(U2−V 2)
2m
+ 1
(7)
Again, as in the Schwarzschild case, the isothermal coordinates have resolved the troubles at
r = 2m, but the difference now is that the extension does not cover the region U2−V 2 < 0.
The set of points {(U, V ) ∈ R2 | U2 − V 2 ≤ 0} − (0, 0), is a manifold with boundary. Its
boundary is the set (U, V ) ∈ R2 verifying U2− V 2 = 0 minus the point (0, 0). The metric is
well defined and derivable on this manifold, and the boundary just corresponds to the bridge,
but it is a bridge to nowhere. This manifold properly is an extension of the Einstein-Rosen
space, because it adds points to the space that were not covered by the ER coordinates. We
shall call this extension the Einstein-Rosen bridge with boundary (ERb). If we stop here,
we shall have two drawbacks. First, as the curves U + V = const , U − V = const. are
radial isotropic geodesics they will be incomplete, as we show in figure (1); second, only
space-like curves might connect the two isometric infinite spaces of the bridge, through the
two-dimensional region {U = V = 0 and any angles θ, ϕ}, therefore this extension of the
ER bridge is not traversable.
III. THE KRUSKAL SZEKERES SPACE TIME
It is trivial considering the previous extension as a subspace of the Kruskal-Szekeres
space-time. In this way the geodesic imcompleteness at the boudary desapears, but one gets
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the singularity at r = 0. Usually, the original Einstein-Rosen bridge has been considered
extended in this sense [7] . We are not satisfied with that and come back to our manifold
with boundary and study the possibility of a maximal extension free of singularities.
IV. THE POSSIBILITY OF TWO MORE EXTENSIONS BY CHANGING THE
TOPOLOGY
It is well manifest that the metric (6),(7) is the same over all the points of the boundary,
then we can change the topology by identifying points of the boundary, without come into
terms with the field equations. (Let us recall a precedent in the sixties, when W. Rindler
[8] identified the points {U, V, θ, ϕ} and {−U,−V, θ, ϕ} of the Kruskal-Szekeres space time
to construct the Elliptic Kruskal-Schwarzschild espace time, wich has the virtue of giving in
the limit m = 0 the Minkowski space-time instead of two copies of it as do the K-S space).
We have two possibilities: we can identify points with the same coordinate V , i.e; pairs
of points as A and B, and pairs as C and D in figure (1), or we can do that with points
symmetric with respect to the center (0, 0), i.e; identify pairs as A and D and pairs as B
and C. In the next section we shall study the quotient space ERb/∼ obtained with the
first identification of points described above and find what we have called the hyperbolic
Einstein-Rosen bridge. The second possibility has been commented by Poplawsky [9] and
associated to the extension of the Einstein-Rosen bridge described by Guendelman [4], wich
has a LL-light brane installed in the bridge.
It will help to understand the rest of the paper to make two remarks. First, we must
realize that the manifold obtained by gluing points must have a different differentiable
structure. That means that the coordinates to be introduced in a neighborhood of the
bridge, U2 − V 2 = 0, can not be linked to the coordinates of the ERb manifold of section
(1) by a diffeomorphism. The second remark refers to the orientation of the light cones. As
we are going to identify events A and B, if we choose in the region U > 0 the orientation
down-up for the light cone, as shown in figure (1), then we must choose the up-down
orientation in the region U < 0, in order to make topologically possible that a light ray
pass through the bridge.
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the ERb extension showing how the incompletiness of the isotropic geodesics
may be in principle avoided by changing the topology by gluing points, and choosing the appro-
priated light cones orientations.
V. THE HYPERBOLIC EINSTEIN-ROSEN BRIDGE (HER).
From [1] we recognize that the metric of the two-dimensional sections with (θ, ϕ) constant
is of the type of the surfaces of revolution, if we consider t as the angle of revolution.
This suggest us that a two dimensional section of our quotient space, ERb/∼, should be
diffeomorphic to a kind of surface of revolution, like for simplicity the one sheet hiperboloid,
but one of its coordinates is defined modulo 2pi and we need both coordinates varying without
bounds. This is overcome by considering the covering space of the hyperboloid.
A. Description of a one sheet hyperboloid with signature (− +)
We consider in the space R3 the metric ds2 = −dx2 − dy2 + dz2, and the surface defined
by x
2
q2
+ y
2
q2
− z2
p2
= 1, with p > q. Using the parametritzation:
X(ϕ1, ϕ2) = (q coshϕ2 cosϕ1, q coshϕ2 sinϕ1, p sinhϕ2) , 0 < ϕ1 < 2pi , −∞ < ϕ2 <∞ (8)
we get the bi-dimentional metric
ds2 = −q2 cosh2 ϕ2 dϕ21 + (p2 cosh2 ϕ2 − q2 sinh2 ϕ2)dϕ22 (9)
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It is convenient for our purpose (to define a map between the quotient space ERb/∼
and the hyperboloid) to introduce isothermal coordinates on this surface. This is easy
to do using again the proposition 1. Taking in this case g11 = −q2 cosh2 ϕ2 , g22 =
p2 cosh2 ϕ2 − q2 sinh2 ϕ2 and choosing sign (+) we get that the change of coordinates:
U¯ = f
H
(ϕ2) cosh(ϕ1) , V¯ = fH (ϕ2) sinh(ϕ1), with fH(ϕ2) = De
∫ ϕ2
0
√
1− p2
q2
tanh2 s ds
and D
a non null arbitrary constant, allows to express the metric in the form
ds¯2 = q2 cosh2 ϕ2 f
−2
H (ϕ2)(−dV¯ 2 + dU¯2) (10)
U¯2 − V¯ 2 = f 2H(ϕ2) (11)
The second equation defines a monotonous increasing function, ϕ2 = hH (U¯
2− V¯ 2), in the
open set U¯2 − V¯ 2 > 0. It verifies: hH(0) = −∞ , hH(D2) = 0 , hH(∞) =∞.
The lines ϕ1 = const. in the (ϕ1, ϕ2) space transform into the straight lines V¯ = tanh(ϕ1) U¯
in the (U¯ , V¯ ) space; and the circles ϕ2 = const. into the hyperbolae U¯
2− V¯ 2 = f 2H(ϕ2) , and
in particular, the join of the two sheets of the hiperboloid, represented by the circle ϕ2 = 0,
transforms into the hiperbola J¯ = {(U¯ , V¯ ) | U¯2 − V¯ 2 = D2} in isothermal coordinates.
B. The covering space of the one sheet hyperboloid with signature (− +)
The covering space of a circle in R2, parametrized as X(ϕ1, ϕ2) = (a cosϕ1, a sinϕ1) is
the helix in R3 parametrized as X(ϕ1, ϕ2) = (a cosϕ1, a sinϕ1, bϕ1). Using this analogy we
obtain the parametrization of the covering space of the one sheet hiperboloid (8)
X(ϕ1, ϕ2) = (q coshϕ2 cosϕ1, q coshϕ2 sinϕ1, p sinhϕ2, ϕ1) , −∞ < ϕ1 <∞ , −∞ < ϕ2 <∞
(12)
The expression in isothermal coordinates of this covering space can be obtained by extending
the range of values to the open set U¯2 − V¯ 2 > 0 , U¯ > 0.
C. The differentiable structure of the quotient space ERb/∼
Let us introduce compatible coordinates in the quotient space ERb/∼ defined in (IV).
We shall do that by considering two maps P1 , P2 : ERb → H¯, expressed in isothermal
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coordinates, defined on the Einstein-Rosen extension with boundary and values over the
covering space of the one sheet hiperboloid, refered as H¯.
The first map, P1, is defined on the open set Γ1 = {(U, V ) | 0 < U2 − V 2} , i.e., the
Einstein-Rosen without the boundary. First we shall define P1, by using the non isothermal
coordinates (u, t), (ϕ2, ϕ1), as follows: (u, t) → (ϕ2 = u , ϕ1 = sig(u) t4m), and then,
considering hyperbolic trigonometric relations, we can get the expressions in isothermal
coordinates:
P1(U, V ) = (U¯1, V¯1) (13)
U¯1 = fH
(
sig(U)
√
hER(U2 − V 2)
) | U |√
U2 − V 2 (14)
V¯1 = fH
(
sig(U)
√
hER(U2 − V 2)
) V√
U2 − V 2 (15)
The open set Γ1 is transformed into P1(Γ1) = {(U¯1, V¯1) | U¯21 − V¯ 21 > 0 , U¯1 > 0} − J¯ with
J¯ being the join curve of the two sheets of the covering space of the hiperboloid, namely:
U¯21 − V¯ 21 = D2 , U¯1 > 0.
FIG. 2. Representation of the map P1
The equations (14),(15) define coordinates on all the set ERb/∼ except on the bridge,
i.e., the glued points of the boundary.
It seems natural that for introducing coordinates in a neighborhood of the bridge, formed
by the points of ERb that has been glued, we must consider a non injective map. So,
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the second map, P2, is defined on the open set Γ = {(U, V ) | 0 ≤ U2−V 2 < 2, U 6= 0}
P2(U, V ) = (U¯2, V¯2) (16)
(U¯2, V¯2) =
(√
V 2 +D2 +
U2 − V 2
U
, V
)
(17)
It verifies P2(−b, b) = P2(b, b) and P2(−b,−b) = P2(b,−b) for any b > 0. Its no injectivity
allows to assign the same coordinates to points like the pair A,B and the pair C,D. The
function P2 maps the boundary of ERb , namely: {(U, V ) ∈ R2 | U2−V 2 = 0}− (0, 0), onto
the set J¯ − (D, 0), where J¯ is the bridge represented by the hyperbola U¯22 − V¯ 22 = D2; and
maps the open set Γ onto the bridge’s neighborhood: P2(Γ) given by
P2(Γ) = {(U¯2, V¯2) | U¯L(V¯2) < U¯2 < U¯R(V¯2)} (18)
U¯L(V¯2) =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2 − 
2√
V¯ 22 + 
2
, U¯R(V¯2) =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2 +
2√
V¯ 22 + 
2
(19)
FIG. 3. Representation of the map P2. This figure shows a neighborhood of the bridge covered by
the coordinates (U¯2, V¯2)
To each point (U¯2, V¯2) ∈ P2(Γ) of this neighborhood correspond two points in the coor-
dinates space (U, V ):
2U = −ϕ±
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 , ϕ =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2 − U¯2 (20)
V = V¯2 (21)
The functions P1, P2 allow to introduce coordinates on the quotient space, ERb/∼. We
have seen how the coordinates (U¯1, V¯1) exclude the bridge. In the following definition we
explain, and show in figure (3), how to introduce coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) in a neighborhood of
the bridge, excluding the V¯2 = 0 axis for reasons shown in proposition 2 bellow.
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Definition. Let V > 0 and 0 < λ < , with the map P2 we shall get coordinates for a
neighborhood of the bridge J¯ − (D, 0) as follows:
To the pair of identified points (−V, V ) ≡ (V, V ) we assign coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) = (
√
V¯ 2 +D2, V ).
To the point (V + λ, V ) we assign coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) = (
√
V 2 +D2 + (V+λ)
2−V 2
V+λ
, V ).
To the point (−V − λ, V ) we assign coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) =
√
V 2 +D2 − (V+λ)2−V 2
V+λ
, V ).
We should proceed in analogous way for V < 0. With the next proposition we shall provide
the quotient space ERb/∼ with differentiable structure.
Proposition 2. The maps P1, P2 define two compatible coordinate systems over the
quotient space ERb/∼, therefore this space becomes a manifold diffeomorphic to the covering
space of the one sheet hyperboloid.
We must prove that the change of coordinates is differentiable. It is enough to do that
in the region U > 0, V > 0, U − V > 0 shown in figure (4). In the region U > 0 we must
take the sign plus in (20) for the coordinate U
2U = −ϕ+
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 , ϕ =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2 − U¯2 (22)
because ϕ < 0 to the right of the bridge where U > 0. From the definition of P2 we have
the relations:
V
U
= q(U¯2, V¯2) , q(U¯2, V¯2) =
2V¯2
−ϕ+
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22
U2 − V 2 = p(U¯2, V¯2) , p(U¯2, V¯2) = ϕ
2
(
ϕ−
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22
)
The functions p(U¯2, V¯2) and q(U¯2, V¯2) are both differentiable in the region we are considering,
even they are so in the V¯2 = 0 axis. Moreover q(U¯2, V¯2) < 1 because in the region shown in
figure (4) one has ϕ < 0. From the definition of P1 we have
V¯1
U¯1
=
V
U
= q(U¯2, V¯2)
U¯21 − V¯ 21 = f 2H(−
√
hER(U2 − V 2) ) = f 2H(−
√
hER(p(U¯2, V¯2)) ) ≡ s(U¯2, V¯2)
the function s(U¯2, V¯2) is differentiable because p(U¯2, V¯2) > 0 in the region considered. Com-
bining them one gets the change of coordinates:
P1 ◦ P−12 (U¯2, V¯2) = (U¯1, V¯1)
U¯1 =
√
s(U¯2, V¯2)
1− q(U¯2, V¯2)2 , V¯1 =
√
q(U¯2, V¯2)2s(U¯2, V¯2)
1− q(U¯2, V¯2)2
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that is differentiable because q2 6= 1 in the domain considered. Let us remark that in the
region U < 0, V > 0, U + V < 0 that corresponds to the left of the bridge, the function
q(U¯2, V¯2) is not differentiable on the V¯2 = 0 axis, and that is the reason why we have excluded
it. That completes the proof.
The map P2 transforms the boundary ∂Γ = {(U, V ) | U2 − V 2 = 0} − (0, 0) into the
hyperbola γ = {(U¯2, V¯2) | U¯22 − V¯ 22 = D2} − (D, 0). Only the point (U¯2 = D, V¯2 = 0)
corresponding to (U = 0, V = 0) has not been covered with the new system of coordinates;
but there is nothing special at this point. It corresponds to the point (ϕ1, ϕ2) = (0, 0) of the
hiperboloid, so taking a different origin (ϕ1, ϕ2) = (λ 6= 0, 0) for the circular section, ϕ2 = 0,
the corresponding point in coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) moves along the hyperbola J¯ , so we do not
worry about that.
We shall call hyperbolic Einstein-Rosen bridge (hER) to this manifold because it is
FIG. 4. Diagram of the change of isothermic coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) → (U¯1, V¯1) in the domain
considered.
dipheomorphic to the covering space of an hyperboloid of revolution.
In the next section, using the non bijective function P2 introduced in (16) and (17), we
shall give the metric in coordinates (U¯2, V¯2) covering a neighborhood of the bridge.
D. The metric of the hyperbolic Einstein-Rosen manifold
Let us express the metric of the manifold hER in the form
ds¯2 = Ω¯2(η¯
U¯2U¯2
dU¯22 + η¯V¯2V¯2dV¯
2
2 + 2η¯U¯2V¯2dU¯2dV¯2) (23)
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in a neighborhood of the bridge formed by the set P2(Γ) shown in figure (3). We shall
obtain in this section the conformal factor Ω¯ and the components of the tensor η¯.
The function P2 : ERb→ hER that was defined in the last subsection for gluing points
of the boundary of ERb, is in consequence not bijective, but it can be used to pullback any
metric on hER onto the ERb manifold. Using this operation we can propose a two steps
procedure to obtain on hER the metric g¯ = Ω¯2η¯ induced by the metric Ω2ERη on ERb, by
requiring P ∗2 g¯ = Ω
2
ERη, being η the metric with interval ds
2 = −dV 2 + dU2:
First, taking into account (16) and (17) we get
dU¯2 = AdU +BdV , dV¯2 = dV (24)
A = 1 +
V 2
U2
B =
V√
V 2 +D2
− 2V
U
(25)
and developing P ∗2 g¯ = Ω
2
ERη we obtain
η¯
V¯2V¯2
= −1 + B
2
A2
, η¯
U¯2U¯2
=
1
A2
, η¯
U¯2V¯2
= − B
A2
(26)
Second, choosing the solution 2U = −ϕ +
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 of the equation (20) we have a
dipheomorphism
2U = −ϕ+
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 (27)
V = V¯2 (28)
between the open set Γ+ = {(U, V ) | 0 ≤ U2 − V 2 < 2, U > 0, V > 0} and the right part of
the bridge, as it is shown in figure (4). Substituting the last expressions into (25) we get
A = 1 +
4V¯ 22
(
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 − ϕ)2
B =
V¯2√
V¯ 22 +D
2
− 4V¯2√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 − ϕ
(29)
with ϕ =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2− U¯2 taked from (20). The factor Ω¯2 is obtained substituting into Ω2ER,
given in (7), the following expression for U2 − V 2:
U2 − V 2 = ϕ
2
(
ϕ−
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22
)
(30)
Finally, substituting (30) and (29) into the equations (23) and (26) we get the metric g¯ in a
neighborhood to the right of the bridge. This metric can be extended smoothly to the left
part, and get in this way the metric in the neighborhood of the bridge obtained after remove
the points with V¯2 = 0 from the open set P2(Γ) defined in (18) and shown in figure (3).
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The points of the boundary of the ERb manifold, {(U, V ) ∈ R2 | U2 − V 2 = 0} −
(0, 0), are transformed onto the set J¯ − (D, 0), with J¯ equal to the points of the hyperbola
ϕ =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2 − U¯2 = 0, that represents the bridge in the hER manifold. A bridge
is the possibility of communicate two separate zones. To ascertain if our bridge J¯ can
do that we must construct the light cones over it, i.e., the tangent vectors to the pair
of light rays at any point of the bridge; hence we must study the isotropic geodesics. If
we renounce to an affine parametrization we can get them considering the simpler metric
ds2 = η¯
U¯2U¯2
dU¯22 + η¯V¯2V¯2dV¯
2
2 + 2η¯U¯2V¯2dU¯2dV¯2. Using the coordinate V¯2 as parameter, the
isotropic geodesics satisfy the algebraic equation
η¯
U¯2U¯2
(
dU¯2
dV¯2
)2
+ 2η
U¯2V¯2
dU¯2
dV¯2
+ η¯
V¯2V¯2
= 0 (31)
The two solutions define two first order differential equations:
dU¯2
dV¯2
= B + A (32)
dU¯2
dV¯2
= B − A (33)
where A and B are defined in (29). On the bridge it is verified ϕ = 0, so we have
A+B |ϕ=0= V¯2√
V¯ 22 +D
2
, B − A |ϕ=0= V¯2√
V¯ 22 +D
2
− 4 (34)
and it follows immediately that the parametrization U¯2 =
√
V¯ 22 +D
2 of the bridge J¯ is a
light ray, and that of the two isotropic vectors at any point p ∈ J¯ one is the tangent vector
to the bridge K1 = (
V¯2√
V¯ 22 +D
2
, 1), and the other one is clearly directed from right to left:
K2 = (−4 + V¯2√
V¯ 22 +D
2
, 1). This signifies that J¯ is only a one-way bridge. This direction,
right to left, agrees with the orientation of the light cone chosen at the end of section (IV).
The equations (32), (33), have been solved with Mathematica giving the light rays in a
neighborhood of the bridge, as we have shown in figure (5).
REMARK. If we had chosen the other solution of equation (20), i.e, 2U = −ϕ−
√
ϕ2 + 4V¯ 22 ,
we had obtained first a metric on the left part that would had been extended to the right
part, and the bridge would be one-way passable too, but now from left to right. This option
corresponds to the opposit choice of the light cone orientation made at the end of section
(IV).
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FIG. 5. Diagram showing all the light rays in a neighborhood of the bridge with coordinates
(U¯2, V¯2 > 0). The central hyperbola (green) is the bridge, which is also a light ray. All the light
rays have been obtained solving with Mathematica the equations (32), (33). The light cones on
the bridge show that matter can traverse it only in one direction.
VI. CONCLUSIONS (ABOUT THE SOURCE OF THE HYPERBOLIC EISTEIN-
ROSEN BRIDGE).
The metric of the hER extension of the original Einstein-Rosen bridge, obtained in sub-
section (V D), is derivable at the points of the bridge, therefore the energy momentum tensor
should vanish on it by continuity, and we could conclude, according to Katanaev, that a
point particle is the only source of this metric. However, a point particle at r = 0 in isotropic
coordinates, is at the infinity of the bridge, where the curvature of this space-time is greater.
This fact is interpreted by Katanaev as repulsive gravity near the particle. This is for us an
uncomfortable conclusion that prompt us to look for a different interpretation.
In the case of the black-hole extension of the Schwarzschild metric it was illuminating
its relation with the continued gravitational contraction of an spherical star made of
pressure-less matter [10]: only the exterior of the star was part of the blackhole extension.
In our case, the open problem is to find the kind of collapse whose exterior corresponds to
the hyperbolic Einstein-Rosen bridge. Now the spherical star must contract (see figure (6)),
until the free surface reaches the bridge and begin to expand again, but in the other side:
the subsequent expansion can not be a rebound in the same space because the world lines
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of the boundary of the sphere should be time like geodesics and a rebound implies non null
acceleration. The study of the concordance between the interior and exterior metrics is left
for a future work.
This interpretation would explain why gravity is stronger at any point on the bridge
because these ones are connected by a light ray (the bridge) to the collapsing body at the
point of maximum contraction, and tends to zero at great distances to the left of the bridge,
because then the light rays connect with points at the expantion phase. In our setting no
point particle would have been formed, only a part of the point-particle Katanaev’s solution
would be realized at the exterior of this collapse-expansion process; and no singularity would
be finally present, unlike in the Oppenheimer-Snyder collapse.
FIG. 6. The green line represents the bridge, generated by light rays. The red region is the
source, contracting before and in expansion after passing the bridge. The orientation of the light
cones shows that the source in her expansive phase, to the left of the bridge, can not be observed
from the right of it, and any material particle passing through any point in the left part can get
the bridge.
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